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Unit 9 (page 129-144) 

 

# Fill in the table :  

 

Adjective Comparative adjectives Superlative adjectives 

Small Smaller than The smallest 

Big Bigger than The biggest  

Hot Hotter than The hottest 

Dirty Dirtier than The dirtiest 

Short Shorter than  The shortest 

clean Cleaner than The cleanest 

Cheap Cheaper than The cheapest  

Fast Faster than  The fastest 

Nice Nicer than The nicest  

Bad Worse than  The worst 

Good Better than  The best 

busy Busier than The busiest  

Amazing More amazing than The most amazing 

Beautiful More beautiful than The most beautiful 

Humid More humid than The most humid  

peaceful More peaceful than  The most peaceful 

dangerous More dangerous than The most dangerous 

 

 

Correct the adjectives between brackets :  
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1. Our school is the ( big ) biggest in Ajman. 

2. Eman is ( happy ) happier than Dema. 

3. The trumpet is the ( loud ) loudest instrument. 

4. Her lunch is ( good ) better than mine. 

5. Oranges are ( sweet ) sweeter than apples. 

6. The weather is ( bad ) worse in London than in my city. 

7. Our car is (beautiful) more beautiful than your car. 

8. Football is the (interesting) most interesting game in the world.  

9. Ahmad is (short) shorter than his brother. 

# Fill in the table with things that you find in a city or in a country :  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

city country 

Roads fields 

offices lake 

buildings animals 

pavements mountain 

crowded streets forest 

Roads – offices – fields – buildings – pavements – lake – animals – crowded streets 

– mountain – forest  
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# Fill in the table with adjectives that describe a city or a country :  

 

City Country 

Noisy peaceful 

crowded small 

modern clean 

big ancient 

 

# Write five sentences , how can you reduce your carbon footprint :  

1. Walk to school instead of going by car. 

2. Recycle materials. 

3. Don’t leave lights on in your house. 

4. Eat food which is grown in your area. 

5. Plant trees in your garden. 

6. # write the past tense of the following verbs : 

1. cook :    cooked   2. Have :  had   3. Visit :   visited 

4. go :   went   5. Drive :  drove   6. Ride :   rode 

7. has :   had    8. Is :   was    9. Write :  wrote 

 

 

Noisy – peaceful – small – clean – crowded – modern – ancient – big  
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# make sentences about life in the past using the following words :  

Walk – ride – live – cook – houses – cars  

1. Students walked to school in the past. 

2. People rode horses in the past. 

3. People lived together with their grandparents in the same house.  

4. People cocked on fire in the past. 

5. People rode horses in the past. 

6. There were no cars in the past. 

# Fill in the blanks with the correct form of each verb in brackets :  

1. In the past, people (not cook) didn’t cock on a stove. 

2. People (ride) rode horses in the past.  

3. Life (is) was very easy in the past.  

4. People (write) wrote on rocks in the past.  

5. Last week, I (drive) drove my father’s car. 

# answer these questions :  

a. do trees produce carbon dioxide ?  

no, trees absorb 𝐶𝑂2 and release oxygen. 

b. why is 𝑪𝑶𝟐  a problem ?  

because too much 𝐶𝑂2 𝑚𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 Earth hotter, then the ice at the poles will start melting, 

and this causes floods. 

c.  define the phrase “ our carbon footprint “ ?  

is how much 𝐶𝑂2 (carbon dioxide) one person makes each year .  
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# choose the correct answer :  

1. living in the city is ………………… . 

a. noisy   b. peaceful   c. small 

2. the country is ………………… than the city. 

a. noisier   b. more peaceful  c. dirtier 

3. Gas and ………………… make 𝐶𝑂2 , which is bad for the Earth . 

a. electricity   b. water   c. sand 

4. We should all try to have a ………………… carbon footprint. 

a. big    b. small   c. large 

5. My dad …………………. His bike to school when he was younger. 

a. ride    b. rode    c. rides 

6. The UAE is ………………. For its modern cities and architecture . 

a. famous   b. huge   c. exciting 

7. In my ……………….., Abu Dhabi is more interesting than Dubai. 

a. head   b. opinion   c. taste 

8. I …………………. Like to travel all over my country. 

a. will    b. would   c. could 
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# Write a descriptive paragraph about your favorite place : (52 words) 

My favorite place is the beach. I never get tired of looking at the beautiful, bright blue sea. I 

like the smell of the fresh salty air, hear the sound of waves, and I enjoy feeding the fish there. 

In my opinion, the beach is the most beautiful place in the world.  

# write a paragraph comparing between life in a city and a country  . (69 words) 

Life in the city is very different from life in the country. It is very crowded and noisy in the city 

because there are lots of people. You see tall office buildings in the city instead of trees, lots 

of cars, modern shops and buildings.  

Country is more peaceful , there are lots of green fields, huge mountains, beautiful lakes and 

lots of forests with tall trees in the country.  

# write a paragraph about the place where you live. (65 words) 

I live in a city, there are a lot of cars and buses in my city, a lot of office buildings, modern 

shops, and  a lot of people, this make it crowded all the time . living in the city is really noisy.  

In the other hand life in the city is easy, you can go shopping any time, you find a job close to 

your house and a good medical care. 

# write a paragraph comparing life in the past and life now : (83 words) 

Life in the past is different from life these days, in the past life was very simple. People didn’t 

have big houses and cars. People  lived in small houses and all the family lived together with 

grandparents. They used camels and donkeys to travel. There were no modern schools and 

hospitals. 

These days, people have more money, cars and big houses. People use cars, buses, trains and 

planes to travel. These days we have modern schools and hospitals, and people are more 

educated.  


